To office by bus...

Travel to office by bus!!...It may sound so boring...but, all of us have a wonderful time. In the shuttle-bus that picks most of us from home in the mornings and drops us back in the evenings.

The bus starts from Bibewadi... comes through Mitramandal chowk...and through the Sinhgad road and the lush green express highway... we 'chat-laugh-sing' our way to office! We began our travel a month back... with just 5 of us. Today we are 11.

It is practically impossible to talk and bond with each other due to the work pressures in office. And, this time that we share together, comes as a breath of fresh air!

At least, we know a little more about each other what goes on in the various departments...who is in...? who is out...? The happenings on site...chaotic situations which can be minimized... all enveloped in current Bollywood songs or old musical hits.

At times we do play the evergreen 'antakshari'. Mimicry, is something so very spontaneous! It feels good to see the hidden potential in so many of us...which we would otherwise never have known.

Hearty Congratulations...!!!!

Our President, Prof. Indira J. Parikh is now one of the Directors on the Board of Directors of the Indian Oil Corporation, India's largest Oil Companies.

We wish Prof. Parikh many such successes!

Cheers to Subrata!

We are very proud and happy to inform you that Subrata's work has been invited by Les Arts Decoratifs, Paris. This is perhaps the first Indian art on display at this museum.

Of equal joy is that the FLAME poster, Subrata designed has been invited as an entry in the Colorado international competition. Cheers to Subrata!!!!

Many Congratulations.!!!!